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Abstract
AIM: To assess the prevalence and location of ad-
vanced neoplasia in patients undergoing colonoscopy, 
and to compare the yield per indication.

METHODS: In a multicenter colonoscopy survey (n = 18 
hospitals) in the Amsterdam area (Northern Holland), 
data of all colonoscopies performed during a three 
month period in 2005 were analyzed. The location 
and the histological features of all colonic neoplasia 
were recorded. The prevalence and the distribution of 

advanced colorectal neoplasia and differences in yield 
between indication clusters were evaluated. Advanced 
neoplasm was defined as adenoma > 10 mm in size, 
with > 25% villous features or with high-grade dyspla-
sia or cancer.

RESULTS: A total of 4623 eligible patients underwent 
a total colonoscopy. The prevalence of advanced neo-
plasia was 13%, with 281 (6%) adenocarcinomas and 
342 (7%) advanced adenomas. Sixty-seven percent 
and 33% of advanced neoplasia were located in the 
distal and proximal colon, respectively. Of all patients 
with right-sided advanced neoplasia (n  = 228), 51% 
had a normal distal colon, whereas 27% had a syn-
chronous distal adenoma. Ten percent of all colono-
scopies were performed in asymptomatic patients, 7% 
of whom had advanced neoplasia. In the respective 
procedure indication clusters, the prevalence of right-
sided advanced neoplasia ranged from 11%-57%. 

CONCLUSION: One out of every 7-8 colonoscopies 
yielded an advanced colorectal neoplasm. Colonoscopy 
is warranted for the evaluation of both symptomatic 
and asymptomatic patients.

© 2009 The WJG Press and Baishideng. All rights reserved.
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INTRODUCTION
Colorectal cancer (CRC) is the second leading cause of  
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cancer-related death in the Western world and the inci-
dence in Asia is also rising[1,2]. In The Netherlands, 63 
cases per 100 000 inhabitants were found in 2003, whereas 
the incidence in the United States was 52 cases per 
100 000[3,4]. While several countries have already started 
nation-wide screening programs for colorectal cancer, in 
The Netherlands, the scale and mode of  CRC screening 
are still being debated[5-8]. One issue is whether sigmoidos-
copy or colonoscopy should be performed with particular 
emphasis on the potential differences in yield and spatial 
distribution of  colorectal carcinomas and advanced ad-
enomas. Before embarking on gradual implementation 
of  any kind of  endoscopic screening in The Netherlands, 
we need to understand the distribution of  CRC as well as 
the high risk precursors within the colorectum. In recent 
advice to the government, the Health Council of  The 
Netherlands acknowledged the importance of  this issue, 
and indicated that additional research is required before 
commitment to a national screening program[6]. Although 
colonoscopy and sigmoidoscopy constitute a significant 
proportion of  the endoscopic workload in daily clinical 
practice, the yield of  pathology, except for highly selected 
populations, has not well been described[9]. In particular, 
international data are lacking real life incidence figures of  
both advanced and non-advanced colorectal neoplasia 
found in routine endoscopy programs. As a result, accu-
rate data on CRC and its precursors obtained in this study 
could inform decisions in choosing a future screening 
modality and could facilitate future national research ini-
tiatives in the field of  CRC. 

Furthermore, in view of  the relatively fixed endo-
scopic resources and the potential increase in endoscopic 
procedures related to a future CRC screening program, 
a clear insight into endoscopic utilization in daily clini-
cal practice is mandatory. Colonoscopy is considered 
the gold standard for the evaluation of  the symptomatic 
patient. However, indication clusters might predict the 
presence of  advanced neoplasia located in the proximal 
or distal colon and, thus, might indicate whether a colo-
noscopy or a sigmoidoscopy is warranted. This insight 
might not only lead to changes in future manpower plan-
ning, but it might also lead to changes in endoscopic uti-
lization depending on initial clinical indication, thereby 
potentially alleviating future endoscopic workload[10]. 

In the present study, we evaluated the diagnostic yield 
in terms of  advanced and non-advanced neoplasia in a 
large cohort of  Dutch patients referred for lower gas-
trointestinal (GI) endoscopy. Within this study, our pri-
mary objective was to assess the prevalence and location 
of  advanced colorectal neoplasia in all patients clinically 
referred for colonoscopy. A secondary objective was to 
compare the yield of  proximally located advanced neo-
plasia versus distally located advanced neoplasia in several 
indication clusters in total colonoscopies.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study design
In this multicenter study, daily endoscopic clinical practice 
was prospectively monitored during a three month period 

in 2005 in the province Northern Holland (Amsterdam 
area). All colonoscopies and sigmoidoscopies performed 
in this time interval were evaluated. The province 
Northern Holland, serving a total community of  
2 599 103 inhabitants (www.cbs.nl) has 18 hospitals (2 
academic hospitals and 16 general/teaching hospitals). All 
18 hospitals participated in this study. The study protocol 
was approved by the central medical ethics review board 
of  the VU University Medical Centre in Amsterdam.

Age, gender, procedure indications, and endoscopic 
findings were obtained from all patients referred for lower 
GI endoscopy. All hospitals were visited every two weeks 
and all lower GI endoscopy reports between September 
1st 2005 and December 1st 2005 were evaluated.

Study procedure and definitions
All examinations were performed by gastroenterologists, 
GI fellows, internists or colorectal surgeons. For the 
purpose of  our analysis, the distal colon was defined as 
the rectum, sigmoid, and descending colon including 
the splenic flexure. The proximal colon was defined 
as the transverse colon, the ascending colon and the 
cecum, as assessed by the endoscopist. The percentage 
of  complete colonoscopies was scored. Cecal intubation 
was considered a complete colonoscopy.

Indications for procedures were clustered in catego-
ries. In total, twelve clusters were defined as shown in 
Table 1. In many cases, more than one procedure indica-
tion was present. There was considerable overlap among 
the indications of  abdominal pain (Ⅰ), change in bowel 
habits (Ⅱ), bloating (Ⅲ), diarrhea (Ⅳ) and constipation 
(Ⅴ). We defined an irritable bowel syndrome (IBS) clus-
ter as including one or more of  the above-mentioned 
symptoms (Ⅰ-Ⅴ), as has been described previously[7]. 
The IBS cluster excluded patients who underwent colon-
oscopy or sigmoidoscopy for surveillance of  inflamma-
tory bowel disease (IBD) or established IBD, weight loss, 
or GI bleeding [anemia/iron deficiency, positive fecal 
occult blood test (FOBT), hematochezia or melena].

All pathological and clinicopathological findings were 
categorized as indicating non-neoplastic mucosa (no 
polyps), hyperplastic polyps, adenomas with low-grade 
dysplasia, or advanced neoplasia. An advanced neoplasm 
was defined as an adenoma ≥ 1.0 cm, an adenoma with 
villous or tubulovillous architecture (≥ 25% villous 
component), an adenoma with high-grade dysplasia, or 
cancer. Advanced adenoma was defined as an adenoma 
≥ 1.0 cm, an adenoma with villous or tubulovillous 
architecture (≥ 25% villous component) or an adenoma 
with high-grade dysplasia. Subsequently, the term 
advanced neoplasm was defined as comprising advanced 
adenomas and cancer, as has been described previously. 
A non-advanced neoplasm was defined as a hyperplastic 
polyp, an adenoma ≤ 1.0 cm with low-grade dysplasia or 
an adenoma ≤ 1.0 cm with ≤ 25% villous component 
of  the architecture. Findings such as lipomas, lymphoid 
aggregates and inflammatory or juvenile polyps were 
categorized as indicating non-neoplastic mucosa. In 
the case of  patients with more than one polyp in either 
the proximal or distal segment of  the colon, the most 
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advanced lesion in this particular segment was included 
in the analysis. The size of  the polyp was estimated either 
with the use of  open-biopsy forceps or on the basis of  
clinical judgement. 

Pathology specimens were evaluated by local 
pathologists, who classified polyps according to the 
criteria established by the World Health Organization[11]. 
Pathology reports were accessible through the national 
pathology data system (PALGA)[12]. The prevalence and 
location of  advanced neoplasia were assessed for all 
colonoscopies and for each indication cluster separately. 
All sigmoidoscopies and incomplete colonoscopies 
were excluded, except for incomplete colonoscopies 
due to an obstructing CRC. Other exclusion criteria 
were colonoscopies with insufficient bowel cleansing 
and colonoscopies in patients with a known advanced 
neoplasm in situ (procedure indication is polypectomy 
or endoscopic re-evaluation of  the anatomic position 

of  the tumor). In case a patient had undergone multiple 
colonoscopies, we only analyzed the examination in which 
the most advanced neoplastic lesion was found. In case 
a patient had a synchronous right-sided and left-sided 
advanced neoplasm, we only analyzed the most proximal 
lesion or we analyzed both synchronous lesions separately 
(Table 2).

Statistical analysis
Primary objective: In all successful total colonoscopies, 
the prevalence and location of  advanced colorectal 
neoplasia and the age and gender of  patients were 
assessed. 

Secondary objective: For each indication cluster 
separately, the prevalence and location of  advanced 
colorectal neoplasia were assessed in all successful total 
colonoscopies. 

For comparison of  proportions, the Fisher’s exact 
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Table 1  Indication cluster definition

Indication cluster (n ; %) Consists of the following indications 

G-I bleeding (696; 15) Hematochezia and/or melena 
Anemia (356; 8) Any kind of anemia 
CRC suspicion (204; 4) Clinical and/or radiological suspicion CRC 
Weight loss (101; 2) Weight loss 
Family history CRC1 (447; 10) Any family history of CRC or screening
IBS (969; 21) Abdominal pain, change in bowel habits, bloating, diarrhea, constipation 
IBD exacerbation (256; 6) Clinical suspicion IBD and/or endoscopic evaluation of IBD exacerbation
CRC surveillance (454; 10) Follow up after CRC 
Polyp surveillance (583; 13) Follow up after polypectomy 
IBD surveillance (142; 3) Surveillance for dysplasia in IBD 
FAP/HNPCC surveillance (84; 2) Screening and/or surveillance in FAP/HNPCC families 
Other/non-specified (331; 7) No indication mentioned, ileus and desufflation therapy, fecal incontinence, monitoring 

diverticulitis after treatment, tenesmus, endoscopic treatment radiation enteritis 

1Known hereditary CRC syndromes like HNPCC, FAP or MYH-polyposis are excluded. Note 1: The number of patients included in 
both study objectives was 4623 patients; Note 2: Within the indication cluster, the numbers and percentages of patients are placed 
between brackets.

Table 2  Yield of advanced neoplasia per indication in all complete colonoscopies  n  (%)

Indication cluster Right-sided 
advanced 
neoplasia

Left-sided 
advanced 
neoplasia 

Synchronous 
left- and right-
sided advanced 

neoplasia 

Total number 
of patients 

with advanced 
neoplasia 

G-I bleeding (n = 696)   19 (11)             146 (83) 11 (6) 176 (25)
Anemia (n = 356)   35 (57)   21 (34)   5 (8)   61 (17)
CRC suspicion (n = 204)   29 (33)   54 (61)   6 (7)   89 (44)
Weight loss (n = 101)     2 (22)     7 (78)              0   9 (9)
Family history CRC1 (n = 447)   10 (30)   19 (58)    4 (12) 33 (7)
IBS (n = 969)   22 (26)                 57 (66)   7 (8) 86 (9)
IBD exacerbation (n = 256)     1 (33)     2 (67)              0   3 (1)
CRC surveillance (n = 454)   11 (29)                23 (60)     4 (11) 38 (8)
Polyp surveillance (n = 583)   29 (41)   36 (51)   6 (8)                    71 (12)
IBD surveillance (n = 142)     3 (43)                  4 (57)              0   7 (5)
FAP/HNPCC surveillance (n = 84)     2 (25)     5 (63)     1 (13)                      8 (10)
Other/Non-specified2 (n = 331)   20 (48)   21 (50)   1 (2)   42 (13)
Total (n = 4623) 183 (29) 395 (63) 45 (7) 623 (13)

1Known hereditary CRC syndromes like HNPCC, FAP or MYH-polyposis are excluded; 2Including no 
indication mentioned, ileus and desufflation therapy, fecal incontinence, monitoring diverticulitis after 
treatment, tenesmus and endoscopic treatment radiation enteritis. NB: Within the indication cluster, the 
numbers of patients are placed between brackets.
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test or chi-square test with Yates correction were used. 
Analyses were performed with SPSS for Windows 
software, version 12.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, Illinois). 

RESULTS
General results
In total, 5652 colonoscopies and 3444 sigmoidoscopies 
were performed in 8636 patients during a three month 
period. Figure 1 shows an overview of  the inclusion and 
exclusion criteria. After excluding all sigmoidoscopies 
(n = 3444), incomplete colonoscopies (n = 817), patients 
with insufficient bowel cleansing (n = 36), patients < 
16 years (n = 2) and patients with a known advanced 
neoplasm in situ [procedure indication is polypectomy or 
endoscopic re-evaluation of  anatomic position of  the 
tumor (n = 85)], the total study cohort consisted of  4623 
patients (mean age ± SD 58.8 ± 16 years, range 16-100 
years). In 4 patients (0.1%), the age was not mentioned 
in the endoscopy report. Forty-seven percent and 53% 
of  the patients were male and female, respectively (mean 
age for males 59.3 ± 15 years, mean age for females 58.4 
± 16 years, P = NS). In 0.1% of  the patients (n = 4) gen-
der was not mentioned in the endoscopy report. In 16% 
and 84% of  the patients, endoscopies were performed 
in an academic hospital and general/teaching hospital, 
respectively. In all patients undergoing colonoscopy, the 
cecal intubation rate was 83%. In 14% of  the cases, the 
cecum was not visualized and in 3% of  the cases the is-
sue was not accounted for in the colonoscopy report. 

Prevalence and location of advanced neoplasia
The prevalence and distribution of  CRCs, advanced ade-
nomas and advanced neoplasia are listed in Table 3. Fur-
thermore, in all complete colonoscopies, three incident 
cases of  carcinoid tumors, one anal carcinoma and three 
metastatic lesions of  other primary tumors were de-
tected. In patients with CRC (n = 281), 52% were males 
(mean age ± SD 68.0 ± 11 years) and 48% were females 
(mean age ± SD 70.6 ± 12 years) (P = NS). In patients 
with CRC, the tumor was located in the distal colon and 

proximal colon in 65% and 35% of  cases, respectively. 
Of  all patients with right-sided advanced neoplasia (i.e. 
advanced adenomas and/or cancer, n = 228), 51% had 
a normal appearing distal colon, whereas 49% had a 
synchronous distal polyp (41% advanced neoplasm, 14% 
small adenoma, 12% hyperplastic polyp and 33% non-
specified polyp). Overall, 2.5% of  the total study cohort 
had a proximally located advanced neoplasm without a 
synchronous distal polyp. Figure 2 illustrates the preva-
lence of  advanced neoplasia in different age categories 
for males and females. Advanced neoplasia became more 
prevalent with increasing age. In 22% of  the patients 
over 80 years an advanced neoplasm was found, com-
pared to 5% of  the patients under 50 years (P < 0.0001) 
Men were more likely than women to have advanced 
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Table 3  Prevalence and distribution of advanced colorectal 
neoplasia in 4623 patients  n  (%)

Localization in the 
colo-rectum 

CRC Advanced adenoma Advanced 
neoplasia1

Rectum   86 (31)   74 (22) 160 (26)
Sigmoid   77 (27) 131 (38) 208 (33)
Descending colon 19 (7) 29 (8) 48 (8)
Transverse colon 23 (8) 19 (6) 42 (7)
Ascending colon   37 (13)   46 (13)   83 (13)
Caecum   39 (14)   43 (13)   82 (13)
Total   281 (100)   342 (100)   623 (100)

1Advanced neoplasia was defined as an adenoma > 1.0 cm and/or > 25% 
of villous architecture and/or high-grade dysplasia or cancer; In two 
patients, two CRC’s were found. In one case, both were located in the 
distal colon. In the other case, a distal and a proximal tumor was found; In 
45 patients, both proximally and distally located advanced neoplasia were 
found.

Figure 1  Number of patients included in the primary and secondary study 
objectives (n = 4623).

Figure 2  Yield of advanced neoplasia in different age categories (n = 4623).  
P-values for males compared to females.

All colonoscopic and sigmoidoscopic procedures (n  = 9096)
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neoplasia (15.6% for men versus 11.6% for women, odds 
ratio (OR) corrected for age is 1.4; 95% confidence in-
terval (CI) 1.18 to 1.67; P < 0.0001). 

Yield of advanced neoplasia per indication
The yield and distribution of  advanced neoplasia are 
summarized per indication cluster in Table 2. Advanced 
neoplasia were found in 25% of  patients who presented 
with GI bleeding. Moreover, in cases of  a clinical or 
radiological suspicion of  CRC, the yield of  advanced 
neoplasia was 44%. In all of  the procedure indication 
clusters, the prevalence of  right-sided advanced neopla-
sia ranged from 11%-57%. In patients who presented 
with GI bleeding, predominantly left sided advanced 
neoplasia were found (83%). In contrast, in patients who 
presented with anemia mostly right-sided advanced neo-
plasias were encountered (57%, P < 0.001). Advanced 
neoplasia were found in 7% of  asymptomatic patients 
(10% of  the total study cohort), who presented with a 
family history of  CRC or with a CRC screening request. 
Finally, both left- and right-sided advanced neoplasias 
were found in 7% of  all patients. 

DISCUSSION
This study included all procedures from patients clinical-
ly referred for colonoscopy in a three month period. In 
The Netherlands, all colonoscopies are performed in a 
hospital setting (academic, teaching or general hospitals). 
No other institutions, like private practices or doctor’s  
offices, perform endoscopies. Our study includes all 
colonoscopies performed in Northern Holland, repre-
senting a large unselected sample of  the population of  
The Netherlands. Therefore, our data accurately repre-
sent the entire lower GI endoscopic practice in North-
ern Holland which we regard to be representative for the 
whole of  The Netherlands. This study cohort yielded 
281 CRCs. However, all CRCs found using sigmoidos-
copy (n = 95) or during abdominal surgery without prior 
endoscopy (n = 38), were excluded (data not shown in 
results section). Extrapolation of  the total number of  
CRCs found to annual incidence figures would show a 
substantial increase in incidence of  CRC compared to 
national/regional cancer registries (67 cases per 100 000 
inhabitants compared to 63 cases per 100 000 inhabitants 
in 2003)[3]. In line with international data on the rising 
incidence of  CRC, this finding would emphasize the im-
portance of  implementing a CRC screening program in 
The Netherlands to improve survival by diagnosing CRC 
or its precursors at an earlier stage[4,13]. 

In this referral population, more than 13% of  
colonoscopies performed yielded an advanced neoplasm 
(CRC/advanced adenoma). Of  all advanced neoplasia 
found, 33% were located in the proximal colon and 67% 
were located in the distal colon. Similar to other studies, 
we identified male sex and increasing age as independent 
risk factors of  advanced neoplasia, either distally located 
or proximally located[14-17]. However, male sex adjusted 
for age and distal findings did not significantly increase 
the risk of  advanced proximal neoplasia. As shown in 

Figure 2, at least a 4-fold increase in prevalence of  ad-
vanced neoplasia was observed in patients > 70 years 
compared with those of  < 50 years. This age-related in-
crease in prevalence of  advanced neoplasia is in keeping 
with previous Western and Asian reports[18-20]. Unfortu-
nately, the presence of  a right-sided advanced neoplasm 
can not be adequately predicted by distal colonoscopic 
findings since 51% of  proximally located advanced 
neoplasia had no distal polyps. If  distal adenomas are 
considered sentinel lesions that warrant a complete 
colonoscopy, the percentage of  detected proximally lo-
cated advanced neoplasms would have been 27% if  only 
sigmoidoscopy had been performed. However, in this 
study, a substantial proportion of  distal polyps was not 
specified, which could be an important confounder (33% 
of  all distal polyps in patients with proximally located 
advanced neoplasia). In accordance with other studies in 
which patients were referred for colonoscopy, no signifi-
cant differences in the prevalence of  proximally located 
advanced neoplasia with a normal appearing distal colon 
were found [prevalence of  isolated, proximal advanced 
neoplasia in the United States (2.7%), Asia (2.2%) and 
The Netherlands (2.5%)][17,21]. Moreover, compared to 
the Asian situation, no significantly different percentages 
were observed in terms of  missed proximally located 
advanced neoplasia if  only sigmoidoscopy had been car-
ried out[17]. 

When taking into account the different procedure 
indication clusters, the prevalence of  proximally located 
advanced neoplasia ranged from 11%-57%. In patients 
who presented with GI bleeding, only 11% of  advanced 
neoplasia were located in the proximal colon, while 83% 
were located in the distal colon (P < 0.001). Six percent 
of  the patients with GI bleeding had synchronous ad-
vanced neoplasia in both the distal and the proximal 
colon. Consequently, the majority of  advanced neoplasia 
in patients with GI bleeding are found within reach of  
the sigmoidoscope. However, apart from GI bleeding, 
which is one of  the most frequent procedure indications, 
right-sided advanced neoplasia is a common finding 
which cannot be ignored when considering the proper 
endoscopic procedure in clinical practice. Even in the 
IBS indication cluster, which has a low pretest likelihood 
ratio for advanced neoplasia[22,23], similar percentages of  
right-sided advanced neoplasia were found compared to 
indications such as weight loss, family history of  CRC, 
CRC surveillance and FAP/HNPCC surveillance (P = 
N.S.). A change in bowel habits was included in the IBS 
indication cluster (Table 1) which may be responsible 
for the high yield of  advanced neoplasia, particularly in 
patients > 50 years. Surprisingly, there were hardly any 
referrals for colonoscopy based on a positive FOBT 
result (n < 10), which is a frequent procedure indication 
in other studies[7]. In all probability, this is due to a lack 
of  confidence in the FOBT as a diagnostic test in The 
Netherlands. We hypothesize that this finding might also 
reflect the Dutch lagging behind in CRC awareness and 
pre-screening activities compared to other European 
countries[24,25]. 

In this accurate regional representation of  Dutch 
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endoscopic practice, 10% of  all colonoscopies in routine 
endoscopy programs were performed in asymptomatic 
patients. This ranged from an individual screening re-
quest without family history of  CRC to a request be-
cause of  a history of  CRC in a 1st-3rd degree family rela-
tive. The diagnostic yield in terms of  advanced neoplasia 
in this indication cluster was substantial (7%), and right-
sided advanced neoplasms were frequently found (30%). 
Taking into account the yield of  right-sided advanced 
neoplasia in each indication cluster, and in asymptomatic 
patients in particular, it can be argued whether these 
findings would be truly different in a CRC screening set-
ting. To further elaborate on this conclusion, the major-
ity of  advanced colorectal adenomas and a proportion 
of  early cancers are asymptomatic. These neoplasias are 
detected by chance during colonoscopy. Therefore, the 
topographic distribution and epidemiology of  colorectal 
neoplasia, particularly advanced adenomas, found in this 
study should largely reflect the actual situation in The 
Netherlands where screening colonoscopy is non exis-
tent. This also means that this study could not have been 
performed in a screening population only. However, 
because of  the increasing attention to CRC screening, 
in both policy makers, medical doctors and the general 
population, a substantial number of  endoscopies are 
performed in daily clinical practice in asymptomatic pa-
tients. To a certain extent, our asymptomatic patients are 
comparable to a screening population. Therefore, this 
study contains an informative mix of  symptomatic and 
asymptomatic patients with a comparable distribution 
rate of  advanced neoplasia.

Our findings should be interpreted taking into ac-
count several potential caveats in case of  extrapolation 
to a screening setting. Firstly, in this study the majority 
of  patients were symptomatic or in a surveillance pro-
gram which may be accompanied by a higher likelihood 
of  having colorectal neoplasia. In contrast to screening 
colonoscopy, in which age limits are restricted, the wide 
age range of  our study population may have influenced 
the rate of  advanced colorectal neoplasia. The Dutch 
Health Council, however, asked for such routine endos-
copy data before implementing a CRC screening pro-
gram. Secondly, histology reports were generated by lo-
cal pathologists meaning that there was an inherent risk 
of  inter-observer variability in characterization of  the 
histological types and degrees of  dysplasia of  polyps[26,27]. 
Furthermore, in the total study cohort 331 patients had 
a non-specified polyp (7% of  all patients and 18% of  all 
colorectal neoplasms). Non-specification was mainly due 
to insufficient retrieval of  snared polyps, lack of  biopsies 
and poor quality of  biopsy specimens. Although the per-
centage of  advanced neoplasia that are missed because 
of  non-specification remains elusive, the high number 
of  non-specified polyps is rather worrisome for routine 
practice. Thirdly, polyp size is frequently misjudged by 
endoscopists[28]. In our study, no systematic size estimate 
was used and, therefore, an arbitrary cut-off  value of  
10 mm was used for discrimination of  small and large 
polyps, leaving judgement of  sizes to each endoscopist 
individually. Thus, due to the lack of  predefined stand-

ardization, the proportion of  truly advanced neoplasia 
may not be accurately reflected in this cohort. 

Surprisingly, colonoscopy in daily clinical practice 
was incomplete in 17% of  cases. Whether an incomplete 
colonoscopy was followed by a double-contrast barium 
enema or CT colonography to visualize the total colon is 
not known. Major contributors to cecal intubation failure 
were inflammation due to IBD or diverticulitis, extensive 
diverticular disease, stenosis/adhesions after abdominal 
surgery and large advanced adenomas. Undoubtedly, 
the miss rate of  advanced neoplasia due to incomplete 
colonoscopies needs further clarification. Such low cecal 
intubation rates may frustrate future colonoscopy-based 
screening programs. Recently, simple measures have 
been proposed to optimise quality in colonoscopy[29,30]. 
These studies and this low cecal intubation rate under-
score the importance of  continuous quality control in 
terms of  reporting and appropriate training. 

In conclusion, this study is an exact representation of  
daily clinical practice, and as such provides relevant data 
on the performance of  colonoscopy with respect to the 
detection of  advanced neoplasia. Our data are mandatory 
for the future planning of  CRC screening in The Nether-
lands. Although this referral population may have a higher 
pre-test likelihood for colorectal neoplasia, the distribu-
tion of  these lesions throughout the colorectum may be 
the same. At present, 10% of  all colonoscopies in routine 
endoscopy programs are performed in asymptomatic 
patients with a substantial yield of  advanced neoplasia. 
Based on clinical indication, no significant changes in 
endoscopic utilization can be realized to alleviate endo-
scopic workload since substantial numbers of  right-sided 
advanced neoplasia are found in each indication cluster. 
Extrapolation of  our data indicates that sigmoidoscopy 
would miss 33% of  advanced neoplasia. Hence, our data 
show that colonoscopy is warranted for the evaluation of  
both symptomatic and asymptomatic patients. 
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COMMENTS
Background
Colorectal cancer (CRC) awareness accounts for an increasing number of 
colonoscopies performed in asymptomatic patients with a screening request 
or family history of CRC in The Netherlands. Before embarking on endoscopic 
screening, we need to understand the distribution of CRC as well as the high 
risk precursor lesions within the colorectum. International data are scarce 
regarding real life incidence figures of colorectal neoplasia found in routine en-
doscopy programs, evaluating both symptomatic and asymptomatic patients. 
Research frontiers
Knowledge of the incidence and distribution of CRC and high-risk precursor le-
sions in the colo-rectum in both symptomatic and asymptomatic patients, could 
tailor endoscopic utilization. Furthermore, it could facilitate making informed 
decisions in choosing a future screening modality and future national research 
initiatives in the field of CRC. 
Innovations and breakthroughs
The overall yield in advanced neoplasia was significantly higher in this study 
than in the Asian situation (13.5% vs 9.4%). In accordance with Unite States 
and Asian studies, in which patients were referred for colonoscopy, high per-
centages of proximally located advanced neoplasia with a normal appearing 
distal colon were found. Extrapolation of our data indicates that sigmoidoscopy 
would miss 33% of advanced neoplasia. The yield of advanced neoplasia in 
asymptomatic patients is substantial (7%). Although this referral population may 
have a higher pre-test likelihood of colorectal neoplasia compared to a screen-
ing population, the distribution of these lesions throughout the colorectum may 
be the same. In The Netherlands, where screening colonoscopy is non existent, 
10% of all colonoscopies in routine endoscopy programs are performed in 
asymptomatic patients. 
Applications 
This study shows that colonoscopy has a high yield in detecting advanced 
colorectal neoplasia in daily clinical practice. Colonoscopy is warranted for the 
evaluation of both symptomatic and asymptomatic patients, since substantial 
numbers of right-sided advanced neoplasia are found in both patient groups. 
These data are mandatory for the future planning of CRC screening in The 
Netherlands.
Terminology
Advanced colorectal adenoma is defined as an adenoma ≥ 1.0 cm, an adeno-
ma with villous or tubulovillous architecture (≥ 25% villous component) or an 
adenoma with high-grade dysplasia. Advanced colorectal neoplasm is defined 
as an adenoma ≥ 1.0 cm, an adenoma with tubulovillous or villous architecture 
(≥ 25% villous component), an adenoma with high-grade dysplasia, or cancer. 
Subsequently, the term advanced colorectal neoplasm was defined as compris-
ing advanced adenomas and cancer. 
Peer review
This is a useful study reporting the prevalence of colonic lesions in symptomatic 
and asymptomatic patients in a Dutch province containing 18 hospitals. The 
sample size is large, and it is fairly well written. 
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